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		Drawing upon combined 35 years of clinical experience as well as the reflections of colleagues in the field, Understanding Ethics in Applied Behavior Analysis provides the foundation for a lifelong journey of ethical practice in service for individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and other developmental disabilities. This book includes an explanation of each element in the Behavior Analyst Certification Board (BACB) Professional and Ethical Compliance Code for Behavior Analysts®, along with insightful examples, thought-provoking considerations, and contributions from experts in the field. This text also addresses professional behavior for the behavior analyst when fulfilling roles as teacher, employee, manager, colleague, advocate, or member of a multidisciplinary team.
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The Practice of Network Security: Deployment Strategies for Production EnvironmentsPrentice Hall, 2002
This book shows you how to secure an enterprise network in the real world-when you're on the front lines, constantly under attack, and you don't always get the support you need. Symantec security engineer and former UUNet network architect Allan Liska addresses every facet of network security, from risk profiling through access control, Web/email...
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Getting Started with HazelcastPackt Publishing, 2013

	An easy-to-follow and hands-on introduction to the highly scalable data distribution system, Hazelcast, and its advanced features.


	Overview

	
		Understand how to revolutionize the way you share data across your application
	
		A one-stop guide to this bleeding edge technology
	
		Store...
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The New Communications Technologies, Fifth Edition: Applications, Policy, and ImpactFocal Press, 2004
"Although the book is directed toward technology courses...it makes for interesting, thought-provoking reading." - Monitoring Times     

   As new communications applications are developed and brought to market, it is vital for communications professionals to keep abreast of these issues.  Since the...
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Probabilistic and Statistical Methods in Cryptology: An Introduction by Selected TopicsSpringer, 2004
From the reviews:

"This book presents a large number of probabilistic aspects of cryptographic systems  . All the classical statistical tests on random sequences are motivated and precisely detailed here. This book is surely a valuable companion to the NIST standard reference  ." (Jérémie Bourdon, Mathematical...
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Software Change Management: Case Studies and Practical AdviceMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
	
		This book presents ten case studies that revolve around how to manage change in
	
		industrial, governmental, and academic settings. Each case was selected to communicate
	
		lessons learned that the reader can use to address typical issues that occur
	
		during the process of change. Context-sensitive knowledge about how...
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The Economic and Social Impacts of E-CommerceIGI Global, 2003
E-commerce is not new, though the interest shown in it is of relatively recent origin. Academics have applied their skill in seeking to maintain or improve business efficiency for years past, but they have concerned themselves mainly with obtaining facts of a historical nature – that is, by analyzing past papers, they have  sought to...
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